Changing East Austin
We intend to create a visionary urban village, on 8 acres at 51st & Berkman, at the northern edge
of Mueller, to face the challenges and meet the opportunities of neighborhood living.
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Our visionary village is intended
to address every aspect of
human well being: physical,
emotional, spiritual, social, and
mental. We think of this as
being designed for healthy
living.

We call it ONEderment Central.
We envision it as an intentional
community, a harmonious,
nurturing, and healing place
where people in all stages of life
can practice loving kindness
View looking towards 51st from Barbara and responsibility and We Are
Jordan at Berkman.
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Above is one of the last sites left in the 711 areas of Mueller. This site offers the opportunity to create an amazing urban village, a place for
people to live, work and play. We seek like minded people and organizations to collaborate with us as we drive this project forward.

We started as a team of elders trying to make our community better for our friends and neighbors who wanted to stay in Mueller as
they face he challenges that come with aging. Now we are a group with mixed ages and backgrounds working to create a future
where people of all ages, incomes, and abilities can live together as one and address the changes and challenges of the future.
Renderings in this document are taken from presentations by Texas A&M graduate students developed during a 2019 Architectural studio class
focussed on this project. They represent potential concepts for buildings and amenities and are not intended to define the final designs of
ONEderment Central.

People are the focus
and the buildings are
designed to serve them.

In ONEderment Central, each building, from the community center to the skilled nursing units, is conceived and designed to
develop, protect and restore health. Using proven evidence-based designs for health, all systems, open spaces and facilities
will be conceived and constructed to complement each other.

City/State:
Austin, Texas is one of the fastest growing communities in the country and is ranked number 1 in the growth of the 55+
population and number 2 in the growth of the 65+ population. Young workers are attracted by the tech sector expansion and
grandparents are moving to be near their children and grandchildren.

Mueller Community:
The opportunity to develop a new community on 711 acres in East Austin was created when the municipal airport closed in
1999. The Planned Unit Development was named Mueller after the airport and the first buildings were started in 2007. East
Austin had been seen as a community with a lower income population and limited employment opportunities. Mueller was
designed, in part, to enhance the quality of life for surrounding neighborhoods.
By the end of 2024 Mueller will represent one of the largest and densest neighborhoods in Austin. With many of the amenities
of a traditional city, it will be a true destination providing residences for 17,000 people and 15,000 jobs.

Location:
ONEderment Central is located on an eight acre square bounded by East 51st Street, Berkman Drive, Aldrich Street and
Barbara Jordan Boulevard. It has easy access to I-H 35 and is within three miles of downtown and two miles from the campus
of University of Texas at Austin. It is within blocks of a major grocery store, parks, restaurants, oﬃce buildings, the Thinkery
(Austin’s interactive children's museum), and single and multi-family housing. Currently the site has three bus routes, and is
across the street from Bartholomew District Park with a swimming pool that is open all year. This site anchors the north end of
Aldrich Street, Mueller’s primary business district and activity hub.
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Concepts:
We are designing spaces for people. The eight acre site is equivalent to four city
blocks arranged in a square. The main level will be car-free except for deliveries and
accessibility options. Limited parking will be one level underground with easy access
from the street.
We must recognize the impacts of our changing climate. We intend to design to
achieve energy independence by 2030. Trees will be planted densely throughout the
property. Additional integrated structures will provide shade for outdoor gathering
spaces even in the hottest weather.
In this site plan rendering, one building will focus on skilled nursing for people who
require assistance or re-hab. Each room will have open vistas of trees and people.
We envision an extensive community center including shops, cafés, classrooms and a
fix it/tinkering/bicycle shop. Ground floors will focus on mixed use commercial. Artist’s
lofts on the ground level will allow Austin’s artists to live and
display their work to people strolling the sidewalks.
Residential floors will meet unmet needs in Mueller and will
include rental and ownership options with market and aﬀordable
pricing. 1, 2, and 3 bedroom apartments, co-housing, suites, short-term rental, micro living, and
penthouse options are envisioned.
Site plan for one possible building arrangement,
subject to review and modification.

The Nonprofit WAAO inc:
WAAO Inc (We Are All ONE) is a Texas 501(c)(3) corporation, chartered to foster community and drive the
creation of ONEderment Central. We are currently engaged in a number of community/health activities
(including creation of a coﬀee café and providing active transportation options for people with other
abilities) that will become part of ONEderment Central. The Board of Directors and an Advisory Board are
being recruited to add depth of knowledge and experience and to focus on raising funds for the initial
capital requirements.

Current Collaborations:
WAAO Inc has had guidance from Southwest Strategies Group (SSG). SSG is actively working on major projects in Austin and
has a history of activity in Mueller. Texas A&M University’s ‘The Center for Health Systems & Design’ has used ONEderment
Central as the subject for an Architectural studio class during the fall semester 2019. Their final presentation is in Mueller on
January 25, 2020. Email AniCAustin@gmail.com for details and an invitation.
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It takes a village:
A critical next step is to the find project team. We expect that multiple developers and professional disciplines will be needed
for the diﬀerent aspects of the project. We want to work with people who understand the vision of We Are All ONE and intend to
work towards that end. Our financial pro-forma is under development (based on preliminary design criteria) and assumes a
40% equity to debt ratio. Assumptions also include a two year development period, and a 4-5 year buildout. The total
development and construction cost is estimated to be $100 to $180 Million.
A next major step will be to find equity investors who believe in the vision and are willing to commit a minimum of $40 million to
allow us to complete preliminary design documentation and attract the debt financing we need to complete the project.
Mueller is being developed by Catellus under a Master Development Agreement with the City of Austin. Before negotiating for
the land Catellus requires design, engineering and construction documentation and a developer that can show competence
and financial guarantees to be able to complete the project.

How Can You Help:
✓ You can lend your expertise and experience on the WAAO Inc Board of Directors or Advisory Board.
✓ You can introduce the project to your friends and invite them join too.
✓ You can raise or donate money.
✓ You can introduce us to potential equity funders, developers, and other collaborators who embrace the vision.

Contact:
Additional information about ONEderment Central can be found at ONEdermentCentral.com. To talk with members of our core
team please contact Ani Colt at AniCAustin@gmail.com or Preston “Ty” Tyree at WAAOInc@gmail.com.

Our Core Team:
Ani Colt, Ty Tyree, Rob Corbett and Joan Huntley of WAAO, Inc.
Bhavani Singal of Workshop No. 5
Danny Roth and Marcel Garza of Southwest Strategies Group
David Overton of Opus Faveo Innovation Development

We have an amazing cadre of people who have worked with us
to define the vision that is ONEderment Central. Thank you!
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